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The evidence is everywhere. After 20 years of affirmative action, sensitivity training, bilingual education, black

studies, liberal guilt, and consewative complaint, surveys show
racial animosity increases among young people during their
college y e a r d a y b e all those who liave been talking ought to
pipe down and listen.
There's a new voice. It's the voice of Dii~er,si(j~
&
Division, the voice of young writers of every
race. They refuse to fight the battles of the
60's; they reject the politically correct dogmas of the 90's. From Haward to Stanford,

Diilersiy & Diuision has challenged the conventional wisdom
since IC)') I ,
N(),~,
can overhear what Some of America's brightest
young people are saying about the divisiveissues of race and
culture,
Clarity. It's in the pages of America's most provocative
i ~~ , j ~to it~today
.
journal, ~ i ~ , ~~ ~ j ~ ~j tSubscribe
for only $13 per year.
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&

E

Call 800-225-2862 now.
( I s Rwhitfg/on /J.C c d 202-#Y3-/MU)

PARENTS: What's $25 After 25 Grand?

Not much, and that's the price of a subscription to THEPRIMARY
SOURCE,
Tufts' voice of reason. For a mere .l%of what you're already spending
on tuition you can keep tabs on your investment.
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Commentary
Le D 6 b de I’Universitd
According to the University Bulletin, French 182, “French
Autobiography,”is a study of “the process of self-examinationin
its relation to narrative forms.” The class focuses on a number of
French writers- male and female- including Colette Beauvoir,
Leiris, and Barthes. On the first day of class, though, Professor
Martine Loutfi changed the course’s focus. French 182 would
now examine only women’s autobiographies.
Admittedly, a supplemental class listing provided by the
French Department included this distinction. The supplement,
however, is not widely distributed, whereas all students read the
Bulletin . Moreover, students need only the Bulletin to choose
their courses, most do not consult supplements.
More alarming than Professor Loutfi’s dishonest advertisement of her class, however, is that she has abandoned the university curriculum in favor
of her political aims. A
study of French women’s
autobiography might be
acceptable in addiriun to
a standard course that examined writers according
to their merit, not gender,
but certainly not in its
place. DoesLoutfibelieve
that no French men have
producedautobiographies
worth studying? If so, why
did she include Leiris and
Barthes in the class description found in The
Bulletin?
More likely, the Professor recognizes the importance of
males’ contributions,but chooses to ignore them due to her own
political or personal interests. Consequently, Tufts no longer
offers a fair and completesurvey of great French autobiographies.
One can only imagine the uproar that would ensue if another
professor arrogantly included only males in a study of any given
field.
By disqualifying themajority of relevant texts, strictly on the
basis of their authork’ sex, Loutfi has undermined the educational
value of her course. If all professors, like Loutfi, abandoned the
canon for the sake of political correctness,a Tufts diploma would
be of little value at all.
Keeping Their Laws Off Our Bodies?
Three weeks ago, the White House press office began releasing details of Hillary Rodham Clinton’s health care plan. On
television, a beaming President Bill flashed the “health-care
security card’ beforehis audience, declaring that the new plan
would guarantee health insurance for all Americans. But even as
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the President spoke,his economic advisors and congressmenfrom
his own party were exposing the economic fallaciesinherent in the
plan.
Newsweek reports that Senator Daniel Patrick Moynihan (DNY) declared the plan “a fantasy,” and that, in private, economic
advisers to the Clinton Administration expressed similar skepticism: “How do you stage a shoot-out with the president’s wife?”
one aide asked with resignation, while another dismissedClinton’s
plan as “a walk in space.” The president and his wife intend to
finance national health care by raising the tax on cigarettesabout
70 to 80 cents per pack and by adding a one percent tax to
corporationswho opt out of the plan. After those tax increases, the
administration will remain about $300 billion shy of the needed
funds.
Clinton claims he hopes to raise $285 billion of this money by
slashing waste from Medicare, Medicaid, and federal employee
health benefits. But, as N e w w e e k reports, everyone in Washington understands that
“the projected savings never pan out:
new technology,
new procedures and
more patients just
keep driving up the
costs.” The unspoken understanding
on Capitol Hill is
that when the waste
elimination never
appears,
the
Clintons will pay for
the new plan with
deficit spending.
That the
numbers don’t add up is only one of the roblems with the new
plan. The cost controls that Clinton’s National Health Board will
impose on doctors and hospitals must inevitably lead to rationing
of health care, since doctor’s will respond to price ceilings by
trying to see as many patients as possible. In addition, “national
health care for all” represents a serious assault on freedom of
choice. While the system based on private insurance allows
patients to choose their own doctors, Clinton’s Health Maintenance Organizations will replace private insurance companies,
claiming for themselves the right to choose the patients’ doctors.
These economicand socialabsurditiesare only a few of many
at the very heart of the Clinton plan. However, so tied up in
bureaucracy and regulation has our country become, that we can
at the very least comfort ourselves with the knowledge that the
Clintons’ plan will not be implemented until the year 2000.
Farewell General Powell
General Colin Powell retired this week from his position as
Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff. For 35 years, Powell

functioned brilliantly as a statesman, always acting with selfpossession, authority, and professionalism.
Powell taught Clinton “the lesson of Vietnam,”also known as
the doctrine of invincible force. This strategy calls for massive,
rapid applications of overwhelming force. It emphasizes inflicting maximum devastation on the enemy, incurring minimum
casualties, and then withdrawing quickly. With Powell as its
leading proponent, the doctrine of invincible force developed in
response to and in recognition of military mistakes made in
Vietnam.
The United States applied Powell’s strategy in the December
1989attack on Panama, and then again during the Gulf War. Both
operations were outstandingly successful and will undoubtedly
serve as models for future applications of the doctrine of invincible force.
In spite of the outstanding success of his doctrine in post-Cold
War US foreign policy, Powell prudently warns that in some
situations we should not apply it. The$ situations include peace
keeping missions, and other times
when important, but less than vital,
interests are at stake. With the crumbling SovietEmpire, theongoing conflict in Bosnia, and the escalating
crisis in Somalia, the ability to distinguish between the two kinds of situations has become more important
than ever. Entering a new world of
uncertainty and instability,the United
States will sorely miss Powell’s wisdom and foresight. We are grateful
for his service, but sad to see him
leave.
Powell has the makings of a general who might, like Washington,
Grant, or Eisenhower, make the transition to politics. Perhaps he will follow in the footsteps of these great
statesmen.
A Waste Of Life and Money

Bill Clinton recently said that the US role in Somalia will
continue no longer than six more months. This declaration came
in response to considerable congressional pressure, as well as
increasing moral pressure from the people of the United States.
Americans do not enjoy seeing their fellow citizens dragged
through the streets of Mogadishu and then held captive. American
troops have suffered through these atrocities, among others, as a
result of mismanagement by the upper echelons of military
command.
Before departing from the Clinton administration, Colin
Powell argued in favor of increasing reinforcements to ensure the
safety of the troops currently deployed in Mogadishu. Defense
SecretaryLes Aspin arrogantly disregardedthis request, hence the

bloodshed of recent days. Clinton, in aspeech hemadethis week,
declared that if Aidid is still in power in six months, then so be itthe US will accept his role as controller of Somalia. If this is the
case, then what is the purpose of US involvement? Obviously, it
is not to capture Aidid. Nor is it to secure the food routes to
starving Somalis, since we have already achieved this goal..
Shouldour troops remain in Somaliafor another sixmonths, more
hostages will be taken, Aidid will continue to gain power, and
scores of Americans may die.
Our politically correct president ought to realize that the
American tax-payer cannot afford to have the US military always
play the role of international policeman. More importantly, he
should understand that Americans do not want to see soldiers
kidnapped and killed for a mission that appears to have no point
in particular. Congress should implore the president to secure the
release of our hostages and withdraw our troops.
Legislating Discrimination

On Beacon and Capitol Hill,
the radical pro-choice lobby is mounting anassaultagainsttheFust Amendment rights of its opponents. In the
Massachusettsstate legislature, Senator Lois Pines of Newton has proposed a bill that would make blocking
access to abortion clinics acrime punishable by up to two and half years in
jail or a $5000 fine. In Washington,
Senator Ted Kennedy has sponsored
the Freedom of Access to Clinical
Entrances Act of 1993, under which
pro-life protesters would receive jail
sentences as long as ten years.
Neither bill bars all forms of
civil disobedience. Anti-nuclear protesters occupying an atomic power
plant, or union members picketing
their factories would not be subject to
themeasures’ saingentpenalties. The
laws single out abortion foes. Because they do not prohibit blocking access to buildings in general,
the laws discriminateagainst thought, not action. The laws would
prosecute advocates of life for their beliefs- in complete contradiction of the Fust Amendment to the US Constitution.
Congress and the state legislature have an obligation to all
their constituents, this includes those in the political minority.
Although pro-choice members dominate both bodies, they should
not use this power to suppress their opponents. If our representatives are unwilling to uphold the constitution in their legislation,
then they do not deserve their positions. In the meantime, we must
depend on the Supreme Court to uphold fundamental rights.
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Fortnight in Review
Comedy is allied to Justice.
--Aristophanes

Last week, visiting Cree Indian Chief Matthew CoonCome managed the impossible. By only expressing his name,
the Quebec native simultaneouslyoffended prudes and animal
rights activists alike.
Coon-Come spoke at an ECO-sponsored Hydro-Quebec
rally on the University’s main academic quad. For the first time
since the TLGBC demonstration of 1991,
there were hippies outside Ballou as well
as inside.
W T e d d y Kennedy’s son was married on
Block Island this past weekend. Hmm,
Kennedys, booze, and an island. Let’s just
hope their dates knew how to swim.

w

Our last issue elicited a popular response from the student body for our special section titled “Pax et Luxury.” Due to
the section’s success, we present a top ten
list of names for other university entities
based on our school’s credo:

10. Hacks et Bucks: The Bursar’s Oftice
9. Crooks et Books: Barnes & Noble
8. Sex et Lust: W.E.S.T. (Womyn Exploring Sexualiry at Tufts)
7. Pax et Lox: Dining Services
6. Marx et Lux: Sociology Department
5. Lax et Sox: Athletic Department
4. Ax et Rocks: Geology Department
3. Shacks et Trucks: B 6 G
2. Fax et Lux: Telecommunications
1. Bags et Flux: President’s Oftice

([p White House Press Secretary Dee-Dee Myers recently

informed the American public that our kidnapped servicemen
is Somaliaarenot “hostages,”just“detained.”Yes,and America
is only being “detained” until 1996.

ment waste costs $4 more per copy than a privately-printed
edition. That renders the 10,000+ copies printed by Gore’s
office about as useful as the Vice President himself.
We at THE PRIMARY SOURCEare not easily offended. But in
a recent letter to The Tufts Daily the editors of Politica put us
in the same category as Michael J.W. Stickings, Naif AlMuttawa, and Associate Dean of Students Bruce Reitman.
Ouch.
Always on the forefront of political
correctness, The Boston Globe recently
referred to Hillary Clinton as “the point
person” in thePresident’s national health
care agenda. This gender-neutral nomenclature was chosen over the more common military-term, “point man.” The
First Lady’sexistence, however, can still
be safely termed “point-less.’’
Students at UCLA have a new Corporate Financeprofessor,junk-bond king
Michael Milken. The former Drexel
Burnham Lambert financier brings two
unique attributes to academia: he’s not a
communist and he once worked a real
job.
Thanks to the machinations of the
Bay State’s beltway insiders, Congressman Joseph Moakley and Senator Teddy
Kennedy, Tufts was recently awarded a
$2.3 million grant to study hunger, poverty, and nutrition policy. Well one
thing’s for sure: Tufts won’t be hungry any time soon- not
after that big slice of pork.
The Kenesaw State Owls of Georgia have been forced by
feminist radicals to change the name of their mascot (the
“hooter”) and stadium (“the hooterdome”). We only wonder
how much time will pass before Tufts’ womyn find our own
mascot, “the Jumbo” as offensive.

The Miller brewing company has announced that it will
stop test-marketing its latest invention, clear beer. President
Clinton’s personality,apparently,is all the transparencyAmeric a n ~tail handle.

In her recent Daily editorial, Mimi Ho wrote an allegory
about a fictitious but all-too-real studeht named Ray Cyst. We
were wondering if Ray might be related to Mark Cyst of the
Sociology Department...

([pIrony so thick you could cut it with a blunt knife: the fed-

a s m i l e ! Only 1,194days leftintheClintonadministration ...

produced version of Vice President Gore’s report on govern-
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Top Ten Activities at the TCU Senate Retreat:

The Freeport has a $45, four hour daytime rate. Classy
joint.

10. Fireside singing of “We are the World”
9. Trampoline bouncing on Brinker’s ego
Advertisements for the TLGBC-sponsored lecture by
8. Nightly hazing of the most pathetic of the pathetic: freshmen Dave Pallone described the speaker as a “former National
senators
League umpire” and “presently gay.” We were unaware that
7. Playing the “Who is Matt Stein Anyway” name game
retirement from Major League Baseball resulted in homosexu6. Kissing-up to Bobbie Knable contest
5. Pot-luck dinner featuring Alexa Leon-Prado
4. Macauley Culkin look-a-like contest (Fee won, hands down)
3. Lowell Reiter tar-and-feathering session
2. “How to Avoid Impeachment” seminar
1. Randy Ravitz job hunt

Last week Associate Dean of Students Bruce Reitman
delivered what may well be the weakest anti-drug statement
ever: “Students who have this stuff
LSD] and are considering using it
should think four or five times before they use it.” In .other words,
crank up the Dead and just say “no,
no, no, no, slap me a tab.”
Even communists can be entrepreneurs: to raise funds for their
program, Bridge-Metcalfers held a
bake sale. Bruce Reitman was impressed by the enterprise,but warned
“Students who have [Metcalf goodies] and areconsideringusing [them]
should think four or five times before they use it.”
Long Island Playboy Joey Buttafuoco finally admitted to
having intimate relations with then sixteen-year-oldAmy Fisher.
Now it’s time for Mary-Jo to make the same realization...

PjChris Creamer, manager of the Freeport Motor Inn and

Boatel, the infamous lodging establishment that housed the
Buttafuoco-Fisher affair, reports that their room, number 256,
has become a shrine of sorts. “It’s amazing,” he said, visitors
“want to have their pictures taken in front of the room. It’s like
a tourist attraction.” But don’t answer the door...You might get
shot.

ality.

w

Governor Weld recently named Boston’s third artery ‘”he
Ted Williams Tunnel.” Local feminists, however, have protested the designation, arguing that too few Hub roadways are
named after women. Sorry girls, long and wide is not feminine.
B F o l l o w i n g up on last year’s abysmal selectionof Rigoberta
Menchu, the Swedish Academy recently awarded Toni Morrison with the
1993 Nobel Prize for Literature.
Morrison told The New York Times, “I
really think the range of emotions and
perceptions I have had access to as a
black person and a female person are
greater than those of people who are
neither.” Read: Male honkies suck.

PjBostonmayoralcandidate JimBrett
has proposed instituting adress code in
the city’s public schools. No more Air
Jordans, Levis baggies, and baseball
caps for Beantown’s youth. Moreover,
guns must be carried in holsters and all
knives must be sheathed.
Khadiga Gurhan, wife of Somali warlord Muhammed
F m a h Aidid, lives in Toronto and collects welfare benefits
from Canadian taxpayers. Gurhan justifies living off the public
dole by saying “my husband has no money. He’s a rebel.”
Slaughtering American servicemen apparently doesn’t earn
much money these days.
The US military sure is having a tough time in Somalia. If
wereally want to kickarse,maybe we shouldsendintheBATF.

Coming to Buck-a-Book Soon: Former American PresiURegarding the actual affair,Creamerreportsthat Buttafuoco dent and intellectual dynamo Jimmy “I make Clinton look
“was very quiet. He came in, he did what he had to, and then he good”Carterhas produced anew book, titled Talking Peace. In
left.” That doesn’t sound like decency, it sound like covering an ad for the publication, Kirkus Reviews callsib“AKust!”
Yeah, a must bum.
c
one’s arse.
/A’-
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Do Parents Get Their Money’s Worth?
Jayne Wellman

Hill with your children you’re wondering where all yourmoney is going.
Tufts is a prestigious school, the setond oldest in the Boston area. According to Barron’s Guide to American Colleges, it isamong thenation’s
most competitive universities. There
is much more to a college, however,

~

How can this university justify
spending money on congresses on
orgasms?

take courses titled “Non-Western
Women Writers,” “Twentieth-Cent u q literature of the Indian subcontinent,” or “Sexuality,Literature,and
ContemporaryCriticism,” andnever
read a word of Shakespeare,
Emerson, or the Bible. A French
Professor changed the focus of her

H LSD Sales from
9%

Associate Dean of
Students’ Office

7 Yo

9Yo

0 $550 Meal plans at
$600 each

Barnes & Noble
bookstore profits
Television revenues
from Jumbo gridiron
broadcasts

38%

Government porkbarrel
(Thanks Teddy!)
1%

1%

Subsidies from
Communist Party of
America

I 69

President’s house
Education stuff

1%
12%

Maintenance of Bobbie
Knable Shrine

I

I

I

Library
World Civilizations
Program
Athletic Facilities
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Leftist professors and scholars, often more concerned with political expediency than academic
integrity, regularly revise our history booksfor theirpurposes. Currently,historical revisionists,
deconstructionists, and the like interpret texts as nothing more than reflections of the prevailing
SOURCEpresents how believers of such
relations of class, race and gendel: THEPRIMARY
“scholarship”would perceive the major wars of American history
American Revolutionary War: The Colonialist Oedipal Complex. The Prurient Patriots ‘mount an offensive’ against the
motherland. Note the phallic imagery of ‘Bunker Hill,’ and Paul
Revere’s famous chant: “The British are coming, the British are
coming !”
The War of 1812: The Brits bang and bang away, but they could
not knockdown “Old Ironsides.”Francis Scott Key bears witness
to “bombs bursting in air.”
Mexican-American War: America ‘goes down’ on its southern
neighbor. Mexicans pull out of Texas, leaving theLone Star State
open to Uncle Sam’s defilement.

Americans come from behind to save the world.
World War 11: A Euro-orgy of the nastiest kind, 11. It all start
with a putsch the Poles just couldn’t stop. U.S. ‘storms’ thl
beaches of Normandy, and Hider gets his long feared (bu
secretly coveted) attack from both ends. Japan sticks out conflic
for a long time, only to be overwhelmed when the U.S. “drops th~
big one” on Hiroshima and Nagasaki.
Cold War: The big letdown. Frigid superpowers have all thl
right toys, but too bashful to put them to use. Kruschev threaten
to bury US, and Reagan asks Gorbachev to “tear down” the Berlii
Wall, the chastity belt of the twentieth century.

American Civil War: The Grey and Blue get black and blue.
From those first ‘shots fired’ atFort Sumter all the way to Custer’s
‘last stand,’ the Unionists and the Confederates naturally stimulated each other all the way to America’s highest death toll.
Lincoln concludes bash with the “Emancipation Proclamation,”
the end of bondage as we know it.

Korean War: Bad guys on top, good guys on bottom. Sovereigl
borders violated regularly, until mutually accepted boundaries
DMZ obstructs interaction.

Spanish- American War: Teddy and the Rough Riders earned
their nickname.

Invasion of Panama: Bush sheds the wimp image with a nakec
show of force. GI’schaseNoriegainto thejungle wearing onlyhi
lucky drawers. Seeking refuge in Vatican Embassy, Noriega i
assaulted with Heavy Metal. Marines pull out with “heads helc
high.”

World War I: A Euro-orgy of the nastiest kind. Kaiser sets out
to conquer the world with land armies and U-Boats full of seamen.

I
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Vietnam War: ‘Big’ Johnson tries to go in and beat somi
commies.

Required Relativism: World Civilizations
Benn Lieberman

I

T h e World Civilizationsrequirement has
finally come to Tufts. Beginning with the
class of 1996, students must satisfy a one
semester requirement in the new department. Although the program may have some
merits, the relativist manner in which the
facultypresent the subjectmatter represents
theextension of a trend of left wing political
indoctrination.
The original proposition for WorldCivilizatioqs at Tufts University came from the
Ad-Hoccommitteeinstituted in thesummer
of 1983. Their original objectivewas not to
form a multi-track, multicultural class, but
to investigatethe idea of institutinga Westem Civilizationsrequirement at Tufts. The
committee decided that what Tufts students
lacked was not a basic education in classical
Western thought but an appreciation of diversity and culture.
Over the next three years, the Ad-Hoc
committee refined the idea of a World
Civilizationsrequirement,concluding that
Tufts students needed “a two-semester sequence in World Civilizations.” This proposal was passed in’ 1986 by the Liberal
Arts and Jackson Faculty. The administration instituted a pilot program in 1988.
When the proposal for the World Civilizations requirement came before the faculty in December of 1991, due to funding
considerations, the two-semester proposal
was cut in half. Other than that change, the
original committee’s proposal remained
intact. The program wouldconsist of multitrack, multidisciplinary courses, each with
“a single overarching theme that is explored in selected societies.” The different
courses would focus on various societies
“representingthevariousregions of the globe
and various historical epochs from prehistoric times to the present.”
Each course would also include a “centerpieceof one or more culturallysignificant
texts...” And the faculty were to “approach
course materials from the viewpoint of their
disciplines, [and] strive to create interdisciplinary integration of the different perspectives.”
So, beginning in the fall of 1992, with
the entering class of 1996, the university
required all students to take one course in

World Civilizations. According to an article
by the program’s director, Professor Steven
Hirsch who currently leads the CIV 5: Time
and Festivals course, the “courses are directed primarily at students in their sophomore year... at a time when they are making

b

will then destroy them in the name of something new and revolutionary.
A political ‘agenda thus inspires the
quasi-relativist, multi-culturalist ideologies
that pour daily from the World Civilizations
department.One’s personalbeliefsconcerning relativism are less relevant here
1 than is understanding the hypocrisy

ism of culturesonly when convenient.
They would not encouragestudentsto
reconsider their arbitrary, Western
decisions about majors. At the same time the values if students reacted with dismay and
courses are intended to provide a model of revulsion to the Quran’s decree that men
how the disciplines work together to provide shall whip their wives if they misbehave.
a holistic picture of human experience.”
Therelativistideology underlying these
Those in the Tufts community required courses, which holds that all things in and of
to immerse themselves in World Civiliza- themselves are worthy of study, can confuse
tions, however, question the relativist nature the average college sophomore. This apof the courses. Many students question why proach to education also tends to dull the
intellect. Students learn that professors
will not reward them for devoting themselves to the arduous task of pursuing
truth. They learn that the ticket to A’s in
the university is uttering simple platitudes
about the nonexistence of objectivetruths.
Inquisitive students, as Dinesh D’Souza,
author of Illiberal Education, points out,
question why “therecan be nohierarchy of
culture.” The vast majority of the students
enrolled in World Civilizationsare products of Western society. Whether they
admit it or not, they steadfastlybelieve in
its superiority. They therefore, by force of
habit, find themselves questioning what
the “oral historic traditions” of other culthey must study such topics as “the uses of tures have to do with their lives.
the oral historic tradition in India.” One
We are now in the second year of the
student jovially questioned why he needed requirement and the sixth year of the proto “study why camels spit.”
gram, and complaints still persist. Despite
Relativism is the gem of the radical left. an interview with Steven Hirsch, who I
Intellectuals try to convince students that all thank for his time, and extensive research
of their perspectives and values are products for this article, I, myself have yet to come up
of their environment. In this way, professors with an answer to the question of why the
hope to undermine the foundations of West- department clings to its relativist theories.
em Civilization. They hope to convince stu- Perhaps I never will.
dents that freedoms of trade, speech, and
assembly are not so special after all. The
idea is that once students begin to under- Mr. Liebermun is a sophomore majoring in
stand that the morals and perceptions of their
Biology.
own society are completely arbitrary, they

camels spit.”
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David Mollow
some of these abstractions. Several years
ago,
citizenscalled into question the constia great deal of confusion
tutionality
of laws prohibiting burning the
surroundsthe issue of freedom I
American
flag. ProOf speech-so toThe...fact is that the fashionable ponents of
talitarian has the
atmosDhere on
speech codes on campuses
have not 1 a w s
college camany of the positive returns againstflag
pu ses become,
their proponents promised.
emphathat in reaction a
I
sized the
substantialnumdangers
of
permitting
this
form
of expresber of conservatives and even a handful of
sion.
These
dangers
included
the
potential
liberals have embraced free-speech purism.
subversion
of
national
pride
and
the
possiAlthough understandable, this reaction is
bility
of
the
eruption
of
angry
or
violent
misguided. A general discussion of freedom of expression may help to clarify the disputes. Citizens who advocated the legalpossible benefit of some policy changes ity of burning the flag often invoked the
First Amendment. But the First
here at Tufts.
Almost everyone agrees that govern- Amendment’s applicability in this instance
ments and universities should restrict some
forms of expression. When speech is too
loud, we say that it disturbs the peace. When
speech is too provocative or conducive to
violence, we call it seditious.When expression is vulgar or distasteful enough, we call
it pornographic. In all of these situations,
the legality or illegality of expression is a
product of how those perceiving it react.
When society deems the effects of some
particular expression damaging enough, it
regulates or restricts it.
This point of view differs profoundly
from the one free speech absolutists advance. Appealing to consistency, they endorse the libertariannotion that government
regulation of any kind of expression is simply wrong and tyrannical. Nevertheless,
when pressed they usually concede some
exceptions to the general rule. These concessions undermine the sought after consistency and reveal the fundamental problem
with free speechabsolutism:The free sDeech
purist imagines that the instances in which was precisely the thing denied by the other
society should restrictexpression(e.g. sedi- side in the first place. The whole matter at
tious speech, disturbingthe peace, vulgar or hand was whether or not the First Amendpornographic expression, etc.) announce ment applied to burning the flag. Invoking
themselves. In reality, it becomes necessary freedom of expression as a reason burning
to introduce arbitrary categories. Reason- the flag should be legal was, in this debate,
able people have very different opinions analagous to a person declaring, “I am right,
concerningwhere one should draw the lines because I am right.”
The point here is not that burning the
that contain those categories.
American
flag shouldbecriminal.The point
A concrete example may help to clarify
is that the rational argument for the legality

L,
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of flag-burning will not invoke freedom of
speech for its own sake. The rational argument for permitting flag-buming will necessarily be one that says the dangers posed
to society and individualsby allowing burning of the flag are not sufficient to warrant
criminaliztion.
Once we perceive the debate this way,
a number of things become clearer. The
terms of the debate inevitably shift so that
people weigh the real emotional and material costs, long and short term, of regulating
or restricting speech against those of permitting it in particular cases.
We can now examine the debates raging on our own campus involving freedom
of expression. Our administration at Tufts
only recentlyrevokedacontroversialspeech
code. Similar to rules passed at universities
across the country, the code forebade speech
likely to offend or stigmatizeby demeaning
the “race, gender, or sexual orientation” of
any student. Here and at other universities,
many conservatives (and some liberals) argued that the speechcode was wrong simply
because it was a speech code. These arguments often failed to persuade people because people knew that absolute freedom of
speech was an abstract libertarian fantasy at
best.
But if people simply asked what implementation of politicallycorrect speechcodes
gained and lost for them, the codes’ detrimental effects would become self-evident.
The plain and simple fact is that the fashionable speech codes on campuses across the
country have not yielded any of the positive
returns their proponents promised.
Supposedly, in exchange for tolerating
some constraint on freedom of expression,
students were to enjoy a campus less
beleagured with racial division and hatred.
In truth, Tufts and other campusesare more
Balkanizednow than ever before. In theory,
the new speech codes were going to establish guidelines for civil behavior and in so
doing erect a framework in which some
constructive “discourse” would emerge. In
reality, anyone who read any of the codes
saw that the language-- about as vague as

Please see “Speech,” on page 22.

Change for the Better
Colin R.P. Delaney

Across the nation, conservatives and
Republicans are handily defeating liberal and Democratic challengers in local campaigns. The upcoming 1994
elections pose the first major threat to
the Democrats’ nearly four-decade old
lock on Congress. The people are send-

[Tlhis country wants and needs a
shift t~ the right. The move has
already begun.

bringing us the wrong kind of change; this
country wants and needs a shift to the right.
The move has already begun.
I cried last November 3 when President
Bush lost his bid for re-election. I knew that
people had voted to throw out twelve years
of economicgrowth
in exchange for regressive big government
“reform.” Much of
America partied with
the Clintons in Little
Rock. But by the time
the sixth encore of
“Don’t Stop (thinkin’
about tomorrow)”
wasplaying, America
was waking up to a
grim future.
The Senate
Signs of unhappiness with the prospect of a liberal, oneparty government
came quickly. After
electionday, one race
remained undecided.
Georgia Senator
WycheFowler failed
to muster a majority,
winning only a plurality. State law requires
khat the two candidates capturing the highest electionpercentagesproceed to a run-off
campaign. Georgia held the election between Senator Fowler and Paul Coverdell
on November 17, 1992. Both sides fought
hard to win the seat. While victory for the
Democrats would mean a net gain of one
seatin the Senate,Republican victory would
mean maintenance of the same ratio. Bill,

fantastic campaign, claiming a come-frombehind upset. Coverdell’s victory indicated
a reversal in the mood of the country. The
wind quickly left the sails of the Presidentelect who still declared his victory a “landslide.’’
Still trying to ride high, President
Clinton appointed
his friend David
Wilhelm to the
Chairmanship of
the Democratic National Committee.
In late January, the
Republicans met in
St. Louis to appoint
anew Chair,Washington attorney
Haley Barbour. He
immediately moved
to put 1992 behind
the RNC. Barbour
appointed a new
head of the Political Division and
prepared both himself and the party
for the elections of
1993.
Many Democrats left Congress to fill appointments in
the president’s new administration. Senators Lloyd Bentsen (D-TX), Albert Gore
@-TN), and Representative Leon Panetta
@-CA) left vacancies. In accordance with
local laws, the governors of those states
made interim appointments until new elections could be held. The press quickly surveyedTexas, agood indicatorofthenation’s
changing politicalmood. Most analystsex-

of winning in the general election.
Hutchison ran against Bob Kreuger,
the appointment of the immensely
popular and flamboyant Governor
Ann Richards.
Hutchison ran a strong campaign
well into April, and Clinton’sunveil-

Kreuger’s fate. Hutchison shrewdly turned
the election into a referendum on Clinton’s
plan. She argued that she could offer solid
opposition toClinton’staxes, while Kreuger
continued to support the President in the
Senate. In the final days of the campaign,
she establisheda massive lead. Ultimately,
she devastated the Democrats. Although
Clinton indirectly campaigned for Kreuger,
Hutchison ran her own campaign, and taxhating Texans defeated Kreuger in a two-toone election day rout. For the first time in
history, Texans sent two Republican Senators to Washington. Another historicalfirst:
Texas elected a woman to the Senate. Speaking at the 50th College Republicans’ Convention this summer, Hutchison called 1993
“The year of the Republican Woman.”
Hutchison’s victory representspublic disillusionmentwith both the Clinton Administration and the supposed liberal monopoly
on women’s concerns.
Mayoral Races
Across America, Republicans are doing remarkably well in local non-partisan
elections. After twenty years as mayor of
Los Angeles, Tom Bradley decided not to
seek re-election, opening the field of contestants to 38. Many in the media expected
popular city-councilmen with wide name
recognition to emerge as the front-runners.
Mike Woo, a liberal businessman and city
councilman from Hollywood, announced
his candidacy early. The field of candidates
was wide open. Emerging from the pack
with a media blitz weeks ahead of anyone

Continued on next page.
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...[Dlisenfranchisedby the Democrats’

law)* tough
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bungling
- of their first shot at national
government in twelve years, people are
turning to young, moderate
Republicans

m
ed
into the

mansion.
In July,
Arkansas
heldaspespending.
cial elecHe
proclaimedearly on that he would accept only tion to fill the vacant LieutenantGovernor’s
$1.00 per year in compensation as mayor. post. This election was of particular conThe preliminary election cleared the cern given the poor state of the acting
field for a great grassroots runoff between Governor’s health. The Republicans of ArDemocrat Woo and Republican Riordan. kansasnominated former minister, and then
Though the mayoral election is non-parti- State Legislator, Mike Huckabee to chalsan, Woo called in &e big guns from Wash- lenge Clinton’s hand-picked successor for
ington to do his campaigning, including the post. Election day proved an incredible
President and Mrs. Clinton. Meanwhile, upset for the Democrats, with Huckabee
Riordan kept up his media campaign, stressing
law and order and the
fact he was “Tough
Enough to Turn LA
Around.” In the final
days of the campaign,
unable to close the last
few points in the polls,
Woo resorted to launching a smear campaign
against Riordan. In the
end, Riordan won a six
point plurality, making
him the first Republican
to win the comer office
inLos Angeles City Hall
since 1953.
Perhaps the most
defining election of 1993 was the mayoral pulling out a 51% edge. Huckabee even
race in Jersey City, New Jersey. Of Jersey won the most difficult counties, such as the
City’s population, only 6% are registered ‘one which includes Clinton’s hometown.
Republicans, 80% are minorities and 40% The success of the Republican candidate,
are non-English spealung. Yet a young Re- only the second Republicanever to hold the
publican, Brett Schundler,managed to run a office of Arkansas’ Lieutenant Governor,
solid campaign of cleaning up the city, dealt a major blow to a man considered his
providing jobs, improving schools, and state’s “favorite son,” Bill Clinton.
bringing back law and order. Jersey City
inaugurated Schundler in June under a sea The Future
of red, white and blue. He stressed the
The futureholds many bright hopes for
importance of coalition building and a re- Republicans across the country. As the fall
turn to the core values that united the Re- electionsnear, the GOP is looking to Chrispublican party for so many years.
tine Todd Whitman to make a clean sweep
oncrime,but
lean
on

...
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of New Jersey. A Whitman victory against
incumbent Governor Jim Florio (D) would
put the entire state government under Republican control. Whitman would work together with the Republican controlled state
legislature(A GOP majority was created by
voters in response to Florio’s devastating
tax hikes of 1990) to return economic vitality to New Jersey and clean up the state’s
crime problem.
In the non-partisan New York mayoral
race, RepublicanDistrict AttorneyRudolph,
‘Rudy’ Giuliani is running in a dead heat
with incumbent David Dinkins. Giuliani is
running on a solid platform of fiscal conservatism and anti-crimelegislation. He brings
a superb conviction rate and a new crackdown on police corruption from the DA’s
office. Pollsters and pundits expect conservatives and moderates to flock to Giuliani
on election day, giving the GOP the mayoral seats of America’s two largest cities.
Already disenfranchisedby the Democrats’ bungling of their first shot at national
governmentin twelveyears, people are turning to young, moderate Republicans to redefine the party and
recapture the White House in
1996. Kemp ’96 bumper stickers
arealready appearing,while other
bumper stickers ask “Is it 1996
yet?’ But RNC Chairman Haley
Barbour constantly proclaims his
plan for 1996 is 1994. The most
importantthing we can do to elect
a Republican to the White House
in 1996, is win the Senate back in
1994, says Barbour. The RNC
Chairman is looking to pick up
open Senate seats in Arizona and
Ohio, while retainingthe two seats
to be vacated by retiring Republicans. Additionally, the Republican National Committee banks
on the strong possibility of Oliver North
defeating Senator Charles Robb @-VA).
Richard Bryan @-NV), Frank Lautenburg
(D-NJ), and Jim Sasser (D-TN) are likely to
suffer defeats at the hands of their Republican opponents, creating a Republican majority in theU.S. Senate.Then the President
will have no choice but to listen to the
demands of the American people.
Mr. Delaney is a freshman majoring in
Political Science and InternationalRelations.

Idiots on the Idiot Box
Kevin Book
Bait and Switch Journalism

Washington Post staff writer Howard
Kurtz concludes his 1993 book The Media
Circus with suggestions for how newspapersmightreclaim some of their lostmarket
share. He advises that his journalistic brethren “Make people mad” for “it is better to be
controversial than ignored set the agenda,
and break the shacklesof mindlessobjectivity.”SaysKurtz, “...wedon’tneedanymore
dead newspapers sacrificed on the altar of
high-minded journalism.” He proffers the
newspaper of the future as an entertainment
source designed to “touch the readers in
their daily lives.” By all appearances, many
of today’s newspapers are quite close to
Kurtz’s ideal. A typical article on the front
page of the (fictitious) Metropolis Daily
Gazette might read
At 6 a.m. every morning, Betty Jones
pulls her aching eighty-nine year old body
out of bed and out into the fields behind her
house where she tills, plants, weeds, and
harvests for ten hours. Betty has followed
the same rigorous routine since she was six
years old, and she says she’ll “keep a-doin’
it ‘till my dyin’ day.” But Betty won’t even
be able to recognize her family farm if
legislation proposed by Republican State
SenatorWesthill Downing is approvednext
week
At first glance, the article is a touching
vignette of the hardworking American farm
girl. The real point of the article, however,
is the legislationpmposed by SenatorDowning, which the Metropolis Daily Gazette
opposes. Rather than coming right out and
saying so on their editorial page, the authors
use the disenfranchisementof lovable old
Betty Jones to make their case. Similar
segues characterize the very real newspapers Americans read every day.

...

are the conduits that deliver news. These
improvements in television camera technology and video editing give viewers a
better-packaged, readily consumable prod-

r

...[T]he news media has

year, their number grows. The upside of
new T.V. infotainment shows is that the
informed public can hardly mistake them
for C-SPANor therelatively-credibleCNN.
The downside is that tradii tional television news
broadcasts emulate them in
become
search of ratings.

inseparable from government,
and this is precisely why media
bias is dangerous.
uct, but they also open up the viewingpublic
to misrepresentation and political bias.
CASE
NUMBER ONE: NBC News Dateline
“proved” the danger of GM pickup trucks
through a “reenactment” of crash tests.
Months later, a slow-motionanalysis of the
segment revealed that the NBC demonstration was geared towards volatility, not ve-

...

racity. Thanks to hastily detonated explosive charges, one of the trucks exploded
before impact.
CASENUMBER
TWO: Members of the ProClinton mediareportingon the 1992DemoThe Dupe Tube
craticNational Conventionwere accused of
In the past several years, television reducing microphone volume levels during
news broadcasts have undergonea transfor- coverage of other candidates.
mation from news to entertainment. In the
CASENUMBERTHREE:
Pseudo-newsdocuold days, anchormen and guest commenta- mentaries, such as “Hard Copy,” purport to
tors told us how it was,aided only by still revealhidden conspiracieswith documented
photographs and authentic event footage. video proof. These shows have the factual
Today, “reenactments” and “simulations” contentof supermarkettabloids,but year by

I
I

Enter: Political Bias
What about the media’s
self-image as the protector
’
of the people, the “fourth
wing of government?’ This
very identity, a loose and frivolously extrapolatedinterpretationof theFirst Amendment, implies that the news media watches
out for the American people. Thanks to the
press, none of those tyrannical legislators,
justices, executives, or appointeesaregoing
to try anything funny. Never mind that nobody elected the press, or that there are no
explicit duties and limitations prescribed
for the press in the constitution.In fact, thenews
media have become inseparable from govemment, and this is precisely
why media bias is dangerous. How many
Americans nose through
the Federal Register, the
SupremeCourt Reporter,
official White House
pressreleases,both channels of C-SPAN, and the
House and Senate Document rooms? No single
American would have the
time; newspapers and
broadcast media do a great service by collecting all the facts in one place, sifting out
the “unimportant”andhand-feeding“news”
to the public.
However,the “fourth wing” of the government has no obligation to deliver the
whole of any given issue. No legislation
dictates that national news networks must
allocateequal amounts of air time to incumbent and challengerPresidentialcandidates.

Continued on next page.
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Continuedfrom previous page.
No enforcement measure exists to guarantee that both sides of a partisan issue are
given equal explanation. Naturally, news
analysis requires some subjectivity;to omit
this subjectivity is to deny newspapers the
freedomof speech and to deny humanity the
ability to judge right from wrong. But what
happens when
every major
newspaper,
television network, and
news services
embraces one

had been sinking fast. A victory for George
Bush would, among other things have given
a two-victory presidential validation (1988
and 1992)to hot-button, mad-dog politics.”
President Bush could never depend on fair
media coverage-- neither before nor after
the election.
Did the American voting public make
informedchoiceslastNovember?If so,how?
Who told them the other side of the story
when the
fourth es-

and higher taxes.

f a c t o
fourth
sue?
branch of
A 1985LosAngelesTimes survey found our government, the press has effectively
that 55% of those in the nation’snewsrooms defeated the spirit of the First Amendment.
consideredthemselvesliberal, whereasonly Free speech and free association were de17% identified themselves as conservative. signed to prevent government tyranny, not
Eighty-two percent favored the legality of to guarantee it. As long as the mainstream
abortion, 81% supported affirmative action, and 78% wanted
stricter gun control. Moreover,
the “revolving door” between
campaign/government offices
and networwnewspaper headquarters exacerbates the liberal
media bias. In 1990 the Media
Research Center identified 235
different newscasters, editors,
and writers, who had held jobs in
both the media and government.
CBS News president David
Burke, for example, held four
different government posts, including a job at Senator
Kennedy’soffice, beforejoining
his network. Because they are
beholden to the interestsof Capitol Hill, not press remainsrigidlyaligned with a specific
their audience, journalists often advocate party, politician, or set of values, the AmeriCan people can expect little more than highgovernment expansion and higher taxes.
This leftward slantmanifests itself each pricedcampaignadvertisementson the pages
day in our morning papers and evening OfNewsweek.
newscasts. The coverage of the 1992Presidential campaign was nothing short of an Watch what you read, Mind what you
anti-Bush smear crusade and pro-Clinton watch
Responsibilityiqprintjournalismprobpropaganda. After the election Time senior
writer Lance Morrow wrote that “Clinton’s ably began to decline with the adventof AM
campaign, conducted with dignity, with radio. Newspapers could afford to be less
earnest attention to issues, and with an im- sensational when they didn’t have to compressive display of self-possession under Pete with broadcast commentary,newsreels,
fire, served to rehabilitate and restore (at televisionjournalism,publicelectronicnews
least for a while) the honor of a system that services, and international video satellite
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feeds. One editorial page rife with strong
opinions might have been enough then, but
today it is necessary to propagate ideologies
throughout the paper. In the old days, reporters hunted for scoops, and a lucky break
on a story made for substantial paper sales.
Today, journalists win notice by investing
otherwise uninteresting stories with liberal
politics. Allmajorpolitical newspapershave
historically held set political positions. But
in the past, most big cities had both Democratic and Republican journals, why is it
that today virtually all metropolitan newspapers take the liberal stance?
One reason is that liberal politics sell
better in the inner cities. A paper which
champions entitlement programs, abortion
rights, and protection of Americanjobs will
attract lower-income readers in addition to
the quota of middle-class readers who purchaseaparticular newspaper for its regional
content, regardless of politics. Newspapers
don’t profit from this marginal increase in
sales as much as they do from the edge this
greater readership can offer their advertisers. There’s nothing wrong with
a little capitalism, but newspaper readers should be forewamed that they’re not buying
objectivity.
Howard Kurtz writes, “It
is a time for boldness, for risk
taking, for once again reinventing thedaily newspaper.”Kurtz
et a1 should start by stripping
the news and features pages of
American newspapers of their
political prejudices. The same
goes for broadcast media. CNN
Vice- PresidentEd Turner once
said that his network has an
“obligation”to report “if not as
objectivelyaspossible, as fairly
as possible.” While his aims, as well as
Kurtz’s and probably those of many others
in thepress, arenoble, they areunrealisticas
long as the American public continues to
consume the media’s current garbage. Journalism is ultimately an industry subject to
market demands. If Americans want unbiased reporting, they must be willing to pay
for it, and quit watching slantednetworks or
reading manipulativemagazines.Otherwise,
we deserve no better than The Boston Globe
or “A Current Affair.”
Mr. Book is a senior majoring in English and
Economics.

Who’s Entitled?
Steve Seltzer
T h e Declaration of Independence states
that Americans are “endowed by their creator with certain inalienable rights, that
among these are life, liberty, and the pursuit
of happiness.” The founding fathers idealized these rights, regarding them as the
frameworkof a lasting and successful society. However, the misinterpretationof these
rights by the left has led to the deterioration
of the system as the framers conceived it.
The relative rise to power of leftist
ideology has caused a large portion of society to abuse the term “entitlement.” Too
many people believe they are entitled to
various servicesfrom the government.These
people tend to be the ones who contribute
least to society. Conversely, those who do
contribute are
not “entitled”
to the benefits
provided by
such programs. The
left, which
supports, administers and
perpetuates
these programs, deserves
as
much blame
as the recipients of the
benefits do.
Both have
misconstrued
the definition
of “entitlement.”
The welfare state is the
best example
of a false
claim to entitlements. Welfare recipients demand that
the government bear the burden of their
existence, declaring that they cannot provide for themselves. Only arelatively small
number of Americans who are truly unable
to function in society deserve to have the
government provide for them. Practically

speaking, welfarism has expanded to encompass a larger number of Americans than
ever before. These people often refuse to
contribute to society, since they know the
government will continue to subsidize their

[

improve their own position nor contribute
to society. Yet liberals and welfare recipients alike steadfastly defend the system of
entitlements, alwaysreturning to the socialist premise that all Americans deserve simistandards of living.
Too many people believe they are
Nowadays, entitlements
numerous.
funded
entitled to various servicesfrom the
th care is the liberals’ latest
government. These people tend to
to the already vast
’ has decided that, in the name of

society.
living habits.
Liberal America defends the claims of
the welfare community, arguing that all
people should have a “fair chance” to com-

Pete in society. Exactly what does the left
mean by a “fairchance?’If you guessed that
liberals wanted everyone to have the same
opportunity to compete in a free market
economy, then guess again. Welfare and its
advocates encourage the less ambitious to
exist at a menial level, neither striving to

npassion, it will not allow its
members to suffer through sickness and disease without adequate treatment. Proceeding from that assumption, liberals argue that those who cannot pay for
their own medical treatment should receive
health care from
the government.
After all, we are
told, everyone is
entitled to some
form of medical
care. This idea
has some merit,
and
many
people consider
arguing against
it inhumane.
B u t
consider the unfairness that this
idea necessarily
implies. While
liberals suggest
that everyone is
entitled to a
minimallevel of
healthcare,only
those who cannot pay their
medical bills receive this care
courtesy of
American taxpayers. Not everyone receives
basic health service from the government,
only a segment of the population benefits
from this

Please see “Welfare,” on nextpage.
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“Speech,” continuedfiom page 16.
Stalin’s definition of Counter-revolutionary activity- implied nothing in particular.
Moreover,the only “discourse”they brought
came in the form of parental sensitivity
sessions and ideological indoctrination.
If the speech codes introduced by leftists had conferred some benefit on the student bodies of their respective universities,
then a legitimate debate could emerge. One
side wouldarguethatthebenefits the speech
codes brought were worth the sacrificed
freedomofexpression.The other sidewould
argue that they were not. The debate would
take the same form as disagreements concerning pornography, flag-burning,censorship, nude dancing, and countless other issues. A person’s position would depend
solely on whether or not he thought the
positive returns worth the exchanged freedom of expression.
Proponentsof politicallycorrect speech
codeshave never even tried to argue that the
positive effects of their policy outweigh the
negative implications of additional constraint on expression. Instead, they have
formulated their justifications in the most
abstract and vague terms. To apologize for
speech codes that in reality confer no benefiton the studentbody, they “problematize”
the First Amendment.

--.

Stanley Fish, one of the most hailed
defenders of politically correct dogma, embodies this tendency tojustify speech codes
only in the abstract. Fish, in his essay “There
Is No Such Thing As Free Speech and It’s A
Good Thing,” criticizes the prevailing lack
of a “sense of the lacerating harms that
speech of certain kinds can inflict.” Fish
never proceeds to explain which kinds of
speech he thinks are “lacerating,” because
in truth he endorses speech codes that can
proscribe many other kinds of expressionas
well. Later,he lamentsthe way people“c1ing
to First Amendment pieties.” The idea underlyingFish’s argumentis less radical than
the title suggests.Fish is saying that because
the First Amendment allows for some restrictions of expression, it would be a mistake to discard the possibility of speech
codes. But sincehe and other liberals cannot
provide any concrete examples of how politically correct speech codes help universities, their abstract rationalizations of the
quasi-totalitarian codes become superfluous.
I
Themost practical andprobingproposals for speech codes in the universities are
neither blind endorsements of freedom of
expression nor tyrannical attempts to
criminalizedebate and the free exchange of
ideas. Dinesh D’Souza, well known critic of
the status-quo on campus, presents an alternative path:

they make any attempt to protect themselves, especiallywhen everyoneknew there
was a high likelihood of flooding in the
program. Those who finance glorious “na- Midwest?They expected the governmentto
tional health care for all” do not receive compensate them for their losses. By conmedical benefits for free. They have to pay trast, the farmers who made their own profor their own health plans and provide their visions received nothing from the governown medical insurance policy. In addition, ment. Ironically, those with the foresightto
buy insurance policies actually wasted their
they have to pay for everyone else’s.
TheMississippi floodsof the past sum- money; Uncle Sam was paying anyway.
mer provide another excellent example of
It appears that people must show neihow society has abused the principle of ther initiativenor desire to work in order to
entitlement. After the floods caused severe be “entitled” to assistancefrom the governdamage and loss for the Midwestern farm- ment. Those who work must support those
ers, repairing these damages became para- who choose not to. Usually, when people
mount. Many of those who experienced are “entitled” to something, they have done
major losseshad previouslypurchasedflood something to earn that “entitlement.” Uninsurance policies. They were already cov- fortunately, that logic no longer prevails in
ered for the damages, so the insurance com- society today.
panies compensated them for their losses.
The framers of the Constitution beOther people did not bother to take out any lieved in the inalienable rights to life, libform of an insurance policy. Why didn’t erty, and the pursuit of happiness. Mainte-

Welfae,“from previous page.
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“I am not a free speech absolutist. I do not
believe that people should be able to say
anything they want... but you could have a
code on campus that only had one line in it:
Studentsshall not yell racial epithetsat each
other. None of the codes say this because...
[tlhe universities are trying to outlaw and
suppress a different kind of discussion.“
With the problems of the two extremes
(free speech absolutism and politically correct regulation) in mind students at Tufts
should consider what kinds of speech are
truly worth restricting. Requiring students
to pretend they adore university affirmitive
action policy becomes less justifiable. It is
anti-intellectual and serves no constructive
function.By contrast, equippingtheTLGBC
with bull horns, microphones, and loud
speakers, and allowing them to dominate
collectively owned areas of the university
for their rallies becomesmore questionable,
since it arguably encroacheson the privacy
of students who do not wish to participate.
But once again, nothing is carved in stone
here. In each case we must weigh the benefits and costs of proscribing expression
against those of permitting expression. For
as we have seen, both free speech purism
and politically correct speech codes fall
short of the mark.
Mr. Mollow is a senior majoring in Histoly.

nance of these rights meant that one person
had to respect another’sautonomy and freedom. The introduction of the new system of
“entitlements” has turned the old doctrine
of inalienable rights on its head. The new
system requires that the most industrious
and productive members of society provide
for the most indolent and unproductive. It
thus penalizes the most praiseworthy characteristics and encourages the most unsavory.
The welfare state, public medicine, and
federal relief for victims of the Mississippi
flood are only three instances of the expansionofentitlements.Otherexamplesabound.
We can only hope that in the future the
public will realize the unjust nature of entitlements, and return to embrace the doctrine of rights on which the American revolutionaries founded our country.
Mi. Seltzer is a sophomore majoring in
Political Science.

You Don1 HaveTo GoToCourt
ToWmYourCase.

We Talk RegularlyTone Judiciary.
We score legal victories out of court.
We’re the Washington Legal Foundation (WLF), we’ve filed hundreds of pro-free enterprise
lawsuits and briefs with courts around the U.S.But we also argue our cases without going to
court. We publish and litigate.
We continually deliver more publications to federal and state judges than any other pro-free
enterprise public interest law organization in the country.
Today’s most articulate and influential lawyers and thinkers, like Federal Judges Clifford
Wallace and Charles Wiggins, Monsanto Chairman Richard Mahoney, New Jersey’s Tom Kean,
Harvard Law’s Charles Fried, New Mexico Attorney General Hal Stratton, business leaders Walter
Wriston, Pete du Pont, and General Electric’s Philip Lacovara have all turned to WLF to
communicate with the judiciary.
Our Legal Backgrounders, Working Papers and Monographs allow WLF to respond quickly to
legal events and send a message to the key players in the judiciary.
Let us know if you are interested in sending a message to the most important people in the
judicial arena without going to court.

At WLF, we’re making the judiciary work for everyone.

WASHINGTON

LEGAL FOUNDATION@
1705 N Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C. 20036
202/857-0240

WLF is a tax-deductible charity.
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NOTABLE AND QUOTABLE
Those who can, do. Those who can’t, teach.
Those who can’t teach become deans.
-Anonymous

Marriage could catch on again because living
together isnot quite living and not quitetogether.
Premarital sex slowly evolves into premarital

Originality is theart of concealing yoursources.
-Anonymous

sox.

The object of war is not to die for your country
but to make the other bastard die for his.
-General George Panon

I likefrogs, and their outlook, and the way they
get together in wet places on warm nights and
sing about sex.
S e e n on an exhibit at the New
England Aquarium

I believe that the power to make money is a gift
from God.
-John D. Rockefeller

Clearly, they [administration] divide groups
into at-risk and non-at-risk groups. The socalledat-riskgroupsgetagmat deal ofattention.
-Father Michael Hunt

At my lemonade stand I used to give the first
glass awayfree and charge five dollars for the
second glass. The refill contained the antidote.
-Em0 Philips

Ifwomen didn’t exist, all the money in the world
would have no meaning.
-Aristotle Onassis

Seeing Bobbie Knable naked in the back seat of
Tufts Police cruiser#303parked outside Ballou.
S e n i o r Survey Response 1992 to
question “What was the most injluential thing
that happened to you at Tufts?”

I know a man who gave up smoking, drinking,
sex, and richfood. He was healthy right up to the
time he killed himself:
-Johnny Carson

I have left orders to be awakened at any time in
case of a national emergency, even ifI’m in a
cabinet meeting.
-Ronald Reagan

Ibelievethatpeoplewouldbealivetoday ifthere
were a death penalty.
-Nancy Reagan

It is impossible to enjoy idling unless there is
plenty of work to do.
-Jerome K. Jerome

Enjoy money while you have it. Shrouds don ’t
have pockets.
-Virginia &berg ‘s grandmother

You may already be a loser.
-Form letter received by Rodney
Dangefield

Every morning I get up and look through the
Forbes list of the richest people in America. I f
I’m not there, I go to work.
-Robert Orben

A gentleman never strikes a lady with his hat on.
-Fred Allen

Some people are born mediocre, some people
achieve mediocrity, and some people have
mediocrity thrust upon them.
-Joseph Heller
The longer l a m out of ofice, the more infallible
I appear to myself:
-Henry Kissinger
Ifyou think the United States has stood still, who
built the largest shopping center in the world?
-Richard M. Ninon
Gary Hart is just Jerry Brown without the fruit
flies.
-Robert Strauss
There is no distinctly American criminal classexcept Congress.
-Mark Twain

In Hollywood, writers are considered only the
first drafts of human beings.
-Frank Deford
Ifelt like poisoning a monk.
-Umberto Eco on why he wrote the
novel The Name o f the Rose
The goal of all inanimate objects is to resist man
and ultimately defeat him.
-Russell Baker

-Gerald Nachman

Ifyou can’t laugh at yourself; makefun of other
people.
-Bobby Slayton
Theeasiestkindof relationshipformeiswith ten
thousand people. The hardest is with one.
-Joan Baez
Everything changes but the avant garde.
-Paul Valkry
Come quickly, I am tasting stars!
-Dom Pkrignon, at the moment of his
discovery of champagne
The difference between literature andjoumalism
isthatjournalism is unreadableandliteratureis
not read.
- O s c a r Wilde

Better to be nouveau than never to have been
riche at all.
-Anonymous

Until Eve arrived, this was a man9sworld,
-Richard Armour

I didn’t know he was dead; I thought he was
British.
-Anonymous
The executioner is, I hear, very expert, and my
neck is very slender.
- A n n e Boleyn
Alcohol is the anesthesia by which we endure the
operation of life.
-George Bernard Shaw

I was thrown out of college f o r cheating on the
metaphysics exam; I looked into the soul of the
boy next to me.
-Woody Allen
Criticism is prejudice made plausible.
-H.L Mencken

